Sheriff’s Detectives Looking For Aggravated Robbery Suspect

On January 26, 2007, at about 6am, a man, described as a white male, 5’2” to 5’ 5” tall, with a dark beard, last seen wearing a black or brown bandana on his head and a cream colored sweater, entered the Shell convenience store, at 2925 Pecan Street, in Pflugerville. (An artist sketch of the suspect is attached to this release.)

He was carrying a double barrel long gun and demanded money. The man got away with between four and five hundred dollars in cash.

He was driving a grey colored jeep possibly with a black cloth top. There may have been another suspect in the vehicle but there are no details on this subject.

If you have information on this case or know the man in the sketch, contact Sheriff’s Detective Craig Smith at (512) 854-9396 or CrimeStoppers at 472-TIPS (8477).
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